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meet the ux team

The concept for the Campus Buddy mobile 

application was sketched out while I was 

attending a short workshop at Tsinghua 

University (Hefei Institute of Research). The idea 

was sitting in my mind well before the workshop, 

but only in those moments, I actually drafted 

the initial concept in roughly twenty minutes. I 

simply started by defining the problem.”   

(Shelly Mayers)

“

The best practice that allows us to 

join the rest of the world would be 

the introduction of ‘Local to Regional’ 

app service for Students and Partners 

in Education providing to bridge that 

gap. On a micro level, the Campus 

Buddy app will provide registration 

for summer examinations, reduce 

paper waste, increase efficiency 

and customer experience between 

Students and Administration.



Shelly Mayers has been a freelance Creative Consultant and Tutor 

for over twenty four years. In particular, she has worked as a Lead 

Designer for a decade with a number of UN agencies in the Eastern 

Caribbean including UNICEF, FAO, UN Women, UNDP and UNFPA. 

She has received Graphic Communication awards ranging from 

Collateral Material to Advertising and Integrated Brand campaign 

work, from the Caribbean Advertising Federation (Addys). Shelly 

joined the Barbados Community College (BCC) in 1997 to teach 

on the undergraduate degree in Graphic Design. She has written 

courses and facilitated the development of new modules currently 

being taught on the programme including the BCC’s recent 

introduction of an Animation Summer Programme Pilot. 

Shelly has an Associate Degree in Applied Arts from the BCC, a 

Bachelor of Art degree in Visual Communication from the University 

of Central England in Birmingham (now known as Birmingham 

City University), and an MA (Distinction) in Graphic Design from 

Nottingham Trent University. She was also awarded a UNESCO 

Fellowship to briefly study new practices at the University of Dundee 

(UaD) in Dundee, Scotland. Shelly has taught at the University of 

Plymouth on the BA in Graphic Communication with Typography 

programme and lectured at the University of the West of England 

in Bristol. Currently, she is an adjunct tutor at the University of the 

West Indies (UWI) Open Campus Antigua teaching an Introduction 

to Digital Brand Management, and more recently she joined the 

Faculty of the Edna Manley College of the Visual and Performing Arts 

(EMCVPA) in Jamaica, where she has been teaching on the Visual 

Communication programme.

She has published work with the international ‘Design Research 

Society’ and is the first Barbadian to present on the subject of 

Graphic Design Education in Barbados. She is currently a World Skills 

(Barbados) Skill Advisor and Coach in Graphic Design Technology. She 

currently holds the position of Chief Examiner at CAPE level in the 

area of Art & Design.

Shelly has mild obsessions with the fashion industry and global 

cultures. From time to time she can be found snapping a photo or 

two and when she has some downtime, she can be found at the 

beach or baking a treat or two.

Her super powers are  to persuade and drive successful results.

P r o j e c t  D i r e c t o r   &  L e a d  C r e a t i v e

ShellyMayers
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Allan Lowe is a Creative Consultant and a Tutor of Graphic Design 

at the Barbados Community College where he has taught for over 

eighteen years. As a tutor, Allan brings to his work an aptitude for 

generating concepts, an analytical approach to problem solving as 

well as an interest in many related areas including technology.

 

Over the past eighteen years, his work as a tutor has included a 

number of varied roles such as Advisor and sometimes Art Director 

and Project Coordinator as he guides the students during their 

practice of generating and developing their proposed solutions. 

His approach has been generally to have the students work on as 

many live projects as possible; projects where the students get the 

opportunity to create and produce solutions that are to be applied to 

real world needs. This approach is tied to his belief that any proposed 

solution should be fit for the purpose it is intended for. He is often 

heard telling his students to remember, “Design is purpose.”

 

Allan has a desire to see Barbados Community College grow and 

continuously promotes the idea of developing home grown solutions 

that best suit our own needs. The last project he has undertaken 

with this objective in mind is to develop a platform for students to 

help the College perform and solve various tasks. This outlook of 

developing our own solutions also drives the development of many 

of the projects he works on. Allan collaborates with a small select 

group of clients. His approach is a collaborative one, seeking to work 

with the clients who have a like outlook whenever possible.

 

As a Creative Consultant, Allan collaborates with a small select 

group of clients and through the brand ‘Behold Solutions’ he has 

been working to develop a variety of products and other offerings 

with the intention to launch them. Allan has won a number of open 

design proposals including the 2017 ‘Carifesta’ logo design for the 

host Barbados… an identity considered to be one of the best designs 

produced for the regional event.

 

When he isn’t teaching or designing Allan is always looking to learn 

new things. As someone whose curiosity has never waned, Allan’s 

interests are varied and include backyard gardening, and tinkering 

with electronics as well as generally making things and Up-cycling. 

He is always on the lookout for the next project and his next ‘I 

wonder if’ quest.

D e s i g n  M a n a g e r

AllanLOWE
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Luke Greenidge is currently a student at the University of the West 

Indies (UWI) and a graduate of Barbados Community College (BCC). 

He has worked at RMJ Agencies and has a special interest in cyber 

security.  In his spare time, Luke goes to the gym and he is one of the 

group members of Salt Water Swimmers.  He loves video games and 

role playing in games such as DND.  Once you get to know Luke, his 

passion for programming is unmistakable.  Luke also initiates his 

own personal projects and he is always looking forward to the next 

programming challenge.

P r o g r a m m e r

LukeGREENIDGE

Shanny Singh is currently working on her undergraduate degree 

in Computer Science at the University of the West Indies. She 

considers herself as a Full Stack Developer after completing an 

Associate Degree in Computer Studies at the Barbados Community 

College. In 2020 Shanny won the ‘#Power Barbados Hackathon’ and 

has collaborated with the National Cultural Foundation (NCF) to 

develop a game. Outside of studying, Shanny enjoys playing video 

games and dabbling in photography. She also enjoys going to the 

beach occasionally. During her spare time, Shanny works on her own 

personal programming projects to challenge herself, hoping that she 

will learn something new.

P r o g r a m m e r

ShannySINGH
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Zacarie Walkes is currently a student at the University of the West 

Indies (UWI) Cave Hill Campus pursuing the Bachelor degree in 

Computer Science. He also has an Associate Degree in Computer 

Studies from the Barbados Community College. Zacarie has 

worked as a Computer Repair Technician and has interned as a 

Full Stack Developer. Additionally, he has worked as a junior Full 

Stack Developer. His main focus is working on Database and API 

development. 

One of his hobbies includes reading manga, the Japanese styled 

graphic novels and comic books. Zacarie’s superpower is the ability 

to keep a cool head during tough situations, which allows him to pull 

through and get the job done!

P r o g r a m m e r

ZacarieWALKES
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Amber Newton is Barbados Community College graduate with an 

Associate Degree in Visual Arts and is now pursuing her Bachelor of 

Fine Art degree in Graphic Design. Amber believes that by constantly 

experimenting and learning new techniques and practices it will 

transforming her work into authentic heartfelt and inventive pieces. 

Amber’s experience includes social media managment for 

activewear brand ‘Green Fit’ and developing the look and feel for the 

musical campaign ‘Garage Jamz’ in collaboration with the National 

Cultural Foundation (NCF). This year Amber was also instrumental 

in the brand design for this year’s ‘Portfolio’ degree show NFL (Next 

Effin’ Level).

G r a p h i c  D e s i g n e r  &  P h o t o g r a p h e r

AmberNEWTON

Andre Welch is a graduate of the Associate degree in Visual Arts 

and is currently pursuing his Bachelor of Fine Art degree in Graphic 

Design at the Barbados Community College. Andre is a full time 

Graphic Designer, working for a local print house. Andre is known 

for his distinctive aesthetic in character development and apparel 

graphics. He strives constantly to develop new techniques while 

refining his already existing artistic skills. 

When Andre is not designing a new piece of artwork or scouring the 

Internet for inspiration, you can find him listening  to vintage 80s 

music, catching up on the latest basketball videos or perfecting his  

Japanese linguistics.

G r a p h i c  D e s i g n e r

AndreWELCH
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TEAM CAMPUS BUDDY INCUBATOR
We had just moved in!

Incubator space sponsored by the 

Barbados Investment and Development Corporation. (BIDC)

Hardware and software sponsored by 

‘The Best People’ (UK) - 2021


